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DEPARTMENT OF MICROBIOLOGY

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

LOllmARD AND GREENE STREETS

BALTIMORE - 1. MARYLAND

Dr. Albert B. Sabin
Children's Hospital Research Foundation
EIland Ave. and Bethesda
Cincinnati 29, Ohio

Dear Albert:

Thank you very much for your letters of the 24th and 28th and
for the charts. The sera arrived safely and in a frozen condition
and r hope to get to them by next week. I noticed from the charts
that three of the six individuals showed definite local lesions, and
two others showed slight lesions which occured three to six days
after inoculation. I was wondering about the significance of such
reactions? Could it indicate that the vaccine still contains somel
human unadapted virus? I don't recall if the mental patients pre-
viously inoculated with the mouse-adapted vaccines developed local
reactions, if so, they were not very striking.

Your offer of hemagglutanation-plates and pipettes is greatly
appreciated. I have ordered the plates from London and the automatic
syringes from Sweden, but do not know when they will become available.
If you would send two lates and the pi ettes it would make things
much easier. hope to ge s test y nex wee - once get
all the materials to prepare the buffers and check the hemagglutinins.

As for the summary report - r am in the process of writing it up
now, but things have been going slow to unforseen interuptions _
electricians, etc. Unfortunately, I will have to get it to you in
pencil form, as the secretaries are extremely busy with departmental
work. I will also include tables where ever necessary, copies of
which are in the notebook at the laboratory.

Thank you very much for the information on where to obtain early
passaged levels of the New Guinea fiB".and ".D" strains. We would appre~c--~
iate receiving ~cute and convalescent §~rfi_o!the~o strains, if yo~
can spare them. -

We would also appreciate receiving the "Calcutta'~ and New Guinea //
"A" strains of virus and the three mouse aQ,§..p_ ~ese strfi~. If. '(
you don't have the latter I think, will be able to get them from
Lennette? In this way we would have all ten strains of virus which were
originally described by you.
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Ed Buescher was kind enough to show me data on the studies with
Burn's "Bat Virus" it certainly doesn't appear like any known dengue
strain in its behavior in mice - and appears only remotely related to
SLE by C-F tests. The possib:tlity of this being a Yellow-Fever virus
has still not been ruled out.

Again thank you for your offers of supplies.

Sincerely,

BHS:mjh
encl.

Benjamin H. Sweet, PhD

P.s. Our dry ice cabinet finally arrived - and we will send back
yours as soon as the box becomes activated and the transfer of materials
completed.


